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SAVE THIS DATE:
Membership Meeting—Social Hour
Thursday, January 23, 2020, 7:00 P.M.
T.W. Wood Gallery, 46 Barre
St., Montpelier, VT (enter
through side door on Monsignor
Crosby Ave.)

John Snell, renowned
Montpelier photographer, will
present a slide show entitled,
“Seek No Further: In Our
Backyard.” John has travelled the world and enjoyed
doing so, but can be totally
rejuvenated by a walk or
Leaf frozen in ice
hike in and around Central
Vermont. The best part? Nothing is required of us
but to open our eyes (ears and maybe our souls)
and see! He will share with you some of what draws
him back and sustains him about this part of the
world we all love—trees, rocks, flowers, clouds, rivers and reflections in water, among many things.

TRAILS & SHELTERS REPORT
by Alan Paschell

Work on our trails focused on specific projects this
Fall as the turnout for crews
was small. In
Smugglers’
Notch, we
moved stones
to bolster an
existing stone
staircase, and
then remedied
a wet area on
the lower
Barnes Loop
with a trench
and well placed
boulder. On
Bamforth
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Ridge, more lumber was carried to the shelter
for the tent platforms, blowdowns and drainages were cleared, and the reroute at the bottom
of the trail,
benched and
opened to hikers.
Hello! All able
bodied members who hike
these trails…I
know every
Saturday is a
precious day,
but we need
you! Please,
come and join
the crew. Be
part of a one
hundred year
tradition of
maintaining
these trails. I
bring the tools
and the homemade
cookies!
You
reap the
satisfaction of
seeing
your labors
make an
immediate difference!
See you
in the
Spring,
2020!
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NEW
MEMBERS

The Montpelier Section welcomes these
new members who joined after August 7:
Meta Bravos, Deborah Clark, Laura
Elmwood, Pamela Knights, Aaron Moore,
Scott Richardson, Jacob Snyder, and
Loring Starr
We look forward to meeting you on our
upcoming events.
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
by Steve Bailey

Now that winter is upon us, it’s time to start thinking
about enjoying the coming snow. We don’t know if this
winter will be like last year, with tons of snow in the
mountains, or like the year before, where there was a
definite shortage of the fluffy white stuff. The conditions
for cross-country skiing may be great, marginal or nonexistent. However, winter hiking is possible no matter
what the conditions are. If the snow is deep, get a few
friends together to help break trail and go up in snowshoes.
If it’s
scarce,
strap
on the
microspikes
and
walk
right up
those
icy
trails.
We
often
get
clouds
in the
winter,
but when the air is really cold you can get one of those
crystal clear winter days where it seems like you can
see forever. From Mount Hunger, for example, you can
easily see the Adirondacks in NY and the Presidential
range in NH, as well as Jay Peak to the north and
Killington and Ascutney to the south. Some of my best
photos have come in the dead of winter.
Another reason to do winter hiking is that the trails are
often easier in winter than in summer. We all know that
our beloved Long Trail is very well stocked with roots,
rocks and mud in the summer. All three of those will
disappear with a sufficient coating of snow. A trail
which is well packed by snowshoes is a lot easier to
negotiate than the uneven terrain that we see in the
summer. Just make sure you’re not the first one up the
trail after a big storm. I like to give others a chance to
pack the trails out before I head up into the mountains.
If it’s a really big snowfall you might want to stick to the
heavily travelled trails, like the Burrows Trail to Camel’s
Hump or the Waterbury trail to Mount Hunger.
If you enjoy waterfalls in the summer, you will love
them in the winter. If you wait until February, you can
see cascades of ice instead of water. Even places that
just drip water in the summer can turn into stunning ice
cliffs in the winter. Just make sure you have spikes and
hiking poles to keep safe.
Speaking of keeping safe, if you are not used to winter hiking you should keep some things in mind. Always bring one more warm layer than you think you
will need. It may be calm and sunny at the bottom of a
mountain and blowing a gale at the top. Make sure to
bring extra food and water, too, in case something happens to delay your trip.
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
December 7, 2019 - February 29, 2020
The rating levels of difficulty are easy, moderate, and difficult, with a few outings falling in between.
• Easy - accessible to all in good physical condition; suitable for families with children.
• Moderate - requires a degree of stamina; some previous experience is advisable.
• Difficult - challenging events for people in good physical condition; previous experience necessary.
Always bring appropriate gear for the event you are attending (i.e. lunch, liquids, snacks, suitable clothing,
footwear, and other items as mentioned in the Calendar of Events). Non-members are welcome on our events.
There is no charge, unless the destination charges one (example: State Park entrane fees.)
Our trip leaders are volunteers who are not necessarily trained in first aid, nor does the Montpelier Section or
the GMC certify or license trip leaders. Participants should attend these events with the understanding that they
are responsible for their own preparedness and safety, and that all contribute to the well-being of the group.
The Young Adventures Club is a group to get parents and children (0-12 years old) outdoors to hike, ski,
play, learn about nature, and make friends. Please check out their website: gmcmontpelier.org/yac for
details.
PLEASE CALL TRIP LEADER BEFORE BRINGING YOUR DOG.

December 7, Saturday - Hike. Montpelier. Easy.
2 - 3 miles. We will learn about winter tree identification along hiking trails at North Branch Nature
Center. Bring snacks and water. Contact Co-Leaders: Bob Popp, 454-1515 or vtpopps@aol.com or
Phyllis Rubenstein, 793-6313 or Phyllis@
PhyllisRubensteinLaw.comcastbiz.net for meeting
time and place.
December 14, Saturday - Hike/Snowshoe.
Moscow. Moderate. 4.6 miles round trip. Depending on conditions, we will hike or snowshoe the
Lake Mansfield Trail from the winter parking lot of
the Trout Club to Taylor Lodge, where we will
share a potluck lunch in the shelter. Bring food to
share, dish, utensils, cup, and water. Co-leaders
will bring backpacking stove to make hot drinks.
Contact Co-Leaders: Jessica Ettinger, 615-4140842 or ettinger.jessica@gmail.com or Phyllis
Rubenstein, 793-6313 or Phyllis@
PhyllisRubensteinLaw.comcastbiz.net for meeting
time and place.

January 7, Tuesday - Cross-country Ski.
Craftsbury. Moderate. Craftsbury Ski Touring Center. Various distances. Trail fee. Bring or buy
lunch. Contact Leader: Charlene Bohl, 229-9908
or charlenebohl@comcast.net for meeting time
and place.
January 8, Wednesday - Meeting. Montpelier.
Executive Committee regular quarterly meeting.
Members are welcome. 7:00 P.M. You may bring a
dessert to share. Contact: president@
gmcmontpelier.org or 622-4516 for meeting place.
January 9, Thursday - Cross-country
Ski. Bolton. Various distances. All Abilities. Bolton
Touring Center. Trail fee. Bring lunch and water.
Contact Leaders: Mary Smith, 505-0603 or Mary
Garcia, 622-0585 for meeting time and place.

January 11, Saturday - Hike. Stowe. Moderate.
3.6 miles. Stowe Pinnacle. Beautiful views of
Mansfield and the Green Mountains. Hike will be
followed by optional lunch in Waterbury or Stowe.
December 28, Saturday - Snowshoe. Middlesex. We will use snowshoes or microspikes depending
Moderate. Chase Mountain. 6+/- miles. Some
upon conditions. Contact Leaders: Steve or
views from the trail and excellent view at summit. Heather Bailey, 622-4516 or stevecbailey@
Contact Leader: Nancy Schulz, 223-7035 or
gmail.com for meeting time and place.
saddleshoes2@gmail.com for meeting time and
place.
January 18, Saturday - Snowshoe. Northfield.
Difficult. 6+/- hours of hiking. Paine Mountain to
January 4, Saturday - Cross-country Ski.
Irish Hill traverse. Short car shuttle required. ConCraftsbury. Easy-Moderate Pace and Terrain. Vari- tact Co-Leaders: Nancy Schulz, 223-7035 or
ous Distances. Craftsbury Ski Touring Center. Ski saddleshoes2@gmail.com or Kevin Ryan,
leader's favorite groomed trails or ski on your own. pinewhisp@comcast.net for meeting time and
Trail fee. Bring or rent cross-country skis. Bring
place.
water and snacks for trail. Bring or buy lunch. Contact Leader: Phyllis Rubenstein, 793-6313 or
January 22, Wednesday - Cross-country
Phyllis@ PhyllisRubensteinLaw.comcastbiz.net for Ski. Stowe. Moderate. 6 miles. From Barnes
meeting time and place.
Camp over Smugglers' Notch on the highway to
Trail Talk/Winter, 2019-2020
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Jeffersonville. Metal edged skis are not required,
but helpful if the snow is hard packed. Contact
Leaders: Steve or Heather Bailey, 622-4516 or
stevecbailey@ gmail.com for meeting time and
place.

Contact Leader: Nancy Schulz, 223-7035 or
saddleshoes2@gmail.com for meeting time and
place.

February 16, Sunday - Snowshoe. Middlesex.
Moderate. Middlesex Town Forest. Contact LeadJanuary 23, Thursday - Meeting. Montpelier.
ers: George Longenecker or Cynthia Martin,
Membership and Social Meeting. 7:00 P.M., T.W. marlong@myfairpoint.net or 229-9787 for meeting
Wood Gallery, 46 Barre St., Montpelier. See page time and place.
1 for details.
February 17, Monday - Snowshoe. Stowe.
January 26, Sunday - Cross-country
Difficult. Barnes Camp to Sterling Pond. Lunch in
Ski. Elmore. Moderate. Hardwick Flats road. Sev- heated cabin. Contact Leader: Nancy Schulz, 223eral loops are available of varying lengths. On pri- 7035 or saddleshoes2@gmail.com for meeting
vate land which is open to the public at no charge. time and place.
Bring lunch and water. Contact Leaders: Steve or
Heather Bailey, 622-4516 or stevecbailey@
February 22, Saturday - Cross-country Ski.
gmail.com for meeting time and place.
Warren. Moderate. Ole's Cross Country Center.
Trail Fee. Bring lunch and water. Contact Leaders:
January 28, Tuesday - Cross-country
Mary Smith, 505-0603 or Mary Garcia 622-0585
Ski. Stowe. Moderate. Stowe Mountain Resort to for meeting time and place.
Trapp's cabin. Trail Fee. Bring lunch and water or
buy at cabin. Contact Leaders: Mary Smith, 505February 22, Saturday - Snowshoe. Plainfield.
0603 or Mary Garcia, 622-0585 for meeting time
Difficult. Spruce Mountain to Seyon Lodge in
and place.
Groton. 7+/- miles round trip. Contact Leader:
Nancy Schulz, 223-7035 or saddleshoes2@
February 1, Saturday - Cross-country Ski.
gmail.com for meeting time and place.
Greensboro. Difficult. 12 miles. Moderate Pace.
Greensboro to Craftsbury. For experienced skiers. February 29, Saturday - Cross-country
Ski. Groton. Moderate/Difficult. Moderate pace.
Take shuttle bus from COC to Highland Lodge
and ski back on groomed trails. Trail and bus fee. Ski the Nordic trail in Groton State Forest across
Peacham Bog. Contact Co-leaders: Nancy
Bring or rent cross-country skis. Bring water,
Schulz, 223-7035 or saddleshoes2@gmail.com or
snacks, and lunch for trail. Contact Co-Leaders:
Phyllis Rubenstein, 793-6313 or Phyllis@
Phyllis Rubenstein, 793-6313 or Phyllis@
PhyllisRubensteinLaw.comcastbiz.net for meeting
PhyllisRubensteinLaw.comcastbiz.net or Nancy
Thomas, 223-1007 or nthomas0707@gmail.com time and place.
for meeting time and place.
February 4, Tuesday - Cross-country
Ski. Stowe. Moderate. Stowe Touring Center.
Trail fee. Bring or buy lunch. Contact Leader:
Charlene Bohl, 229-9908 or charlenebohl@comcast.net for meeting time and place.
February 8, Saturday - Snowshoe. Plainfield.
Spruce Mountain. Moderate. 4.5 miles round trip,
if we reach the summit. Great views from the fire
tower. There may be icy stretches. Contact Leaders: Dana Lawrence or Nancy Thomas, 223-1007
or hikeski51@gmail.com for meeting time and
place.
February 10, Monday - Cross-country Ski.
Waterbury. Moderate/Difficult. Various trails in Little River State Park including one extended climb.
3-hour loop (can extend route if there is interest).
Trail Talk/Winter, 2019-2020

September 28, Steve and Heather Bailey led a hike to Sterling
Gorge and Peak-a-View Mtn. Seven of them started out on the
Sterling Gorge trailhead, headed south on the Catamount Trail,
then turned northwest for their destination, Peak-a-View Mt.
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TRIP REPORTS
August 14, 2019 - Hike and Swim. Blueberry
Lake by Steve and Heather Bailey
Ten of us explored the hiking/mountain biking
trails from the trailhead on Plunkton Road next to
Blueberry Lake in Warren. The trails were wide
and wellconstructed,
which made for
easy walking.
There were many
switchbacks on
the hills which
made the ascents
and descents
gradual rather
than steep. The
four mile trip took
a couple of hours,
with a break for
lunch on a nice
outlook with a view of the Rte. 100 valley and Mt.
Grant on the LT. The hike was followed by a swim
in Blueberry Lake. After the swim, we went to
Warren Falls and observed the crowds of teenagers jumping off of rocks into pools of water between the various falls.

yette (5260 feet) (originally named Great Haystack). Surprisingly, even with possibly threatening weather, we found ourselves amidst hundreds
of hikers!
August 18, 2019 - Hike. Mt Pisgah and Lake
Willoughby by Steve and Heather Bailey

Eight hikers made the trip to Lake Willoughby on
a beautiful sunny summer day. We started off up
the south trail to Mt Pisgah. After the first mile, we
came to Pulpit Rock, a ledge 900’ above the water
with a wonderful view of the south end of the lake.
August 17, 2019 – Hike. Franconia Ridge by
We continued on to the South Outlook, with a
Phyllis Rubenstein and Nancy Schultz
view of the ski trails of Burke Mountain. We
Two of us hiked over nine miles in the Franconia passed the viewless summit and found three rock
region of the White Mountains. We had planned to ledges with great views of the lake, each one
hike up the Liberty Springs Trail to the Franconia more spacious than the last. We returned by the
Ridge, have a
route we had ascended. Half the group stayed on
long ridge walk, for a brief swim in the crystal clear waters of the
and hike down
lake. The water was not as cold as we had feared,
the Old Bridle
and we were very refreshed.
Path. Since the
two of us weren’t August 22, 2019 - YAC Hike and Swim, Waterbury Center by Sharon Plumb
going to set up
Four mamas and 6 littles (6 months to 7 years
the necessary
old)
met at 9:30 A.M. at GMC Headquarters to
car spot, we inhike
the Short Trail. Beautiful weather made for a
stead hiked a
delightful
meander. We stopped at the shelter to
lollipop loop, asenjoy
seasonal
snacks and "Stone Soup" with recending the Falling Waters Trail and descending
told
and
illustrated
by Jon J. Muth. Lots of playing
the Old Bridle Path, which shortened the ridge
in
the
tiny
stream
and
hopping along the boardwalk. There was a forecast for a slight possibility
walk,
popping
jewelweed
seeds, and nibbling on
of rain in the morning and early afternoon and a
blackberries.
At
the
end
of
the hike, we played on
strong possibility of rain and thunderstorms in the
the
apple
trees,
sampled
from
each tree and then
late afternoon, which was accurate! Although we
made
our
way
to
Little
River
State
Park day use
dodged the rain, we were socked in the clouds
area
for
an
afternoon
of
picnicking
and swimming.
and mist and had almost no views. Nonetheless,
it was a great hike through the rich, green woods
August 22 2019 - Paddling and Camping. Wawith multiple stream crossings and waterfalls
terbury Reservoir by Phyllis Rubenstein
viewings, a short detour to Shining Rock Cliff,
In the late afternoon, 6 of us paddled from the
and along the alpine ridge, summiting Little HayLittle River Boat Launch (off Cotton Brook Road in
stack (4800 feet), Lincoln (5089 feet), and LafaMoscow) to remote Campsite #12 on the WaterTrail Talk/Winter, 2019-2020
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TRIP REPORTS

September 6, 2019 - YAC Hike. Elmore Mtn. by
Sharon Plumb
We couldn't have
had a better day! Perfect weather in the
high 60's. We met at
10:00 A.M. with a
welcome and introductions. "Red Light,
Green Light" and
"Find the Alphabet Stick" were just a few of the
games we played on the way up to keep five kids
trucking at full speed. One mama and two kids (4
and 2 years old) turned back after about a half
mile of fun. The other three mamas and three kids
Trail Talk/Winter, 2019-2020

(5, 4, and 4) made it all the way to the view! Many
snack stops, games of hide and seek and hugs
kept all the kids on their feet. The kids played for
an hour or more at the ruins of the caretakers’
cabin, then stream stomped on the way down,
ending the day tired and muddy.
September 21, 2019 – Paddle. Lake Willoughby
by Nancy Schulz
Because conditions on Lake Willoughby can
change quickly and become quite challenging, the
trip leaders discouraged potential participants who
weren't accustomed to paddling long distances in
rough water. As luck would have it, the weather
gods smiled upon this outing. Temperatures were

R. Kievet-Kylar

bury Reservoir. We are thankful to Chad, the water ranger, who helped us secure this campsite,
which has a large sand beach and multiple tent
sites in the conifer woods above. Five of us set up
our tents, we all ate dinner (either hot or cold), and
one person paddled back to her car at dusk. That
evening, we had a fire on the beach and watched
the sky as the stars to emerge.
Friday morning, we paddled to the boat launch at
the Little River State Park and enjoyed two naturalist programs with ranger Brian Aust, a former
GMC employee. In the first program, we learned
how the park is trying to control invasive species
and other aggressive plants, like poison ivy. In the
second program, we learned about the nature and
history along the Stevens Brook Trail, from flora
and fauna to the logging industry. We saw a cellar
hole, a boiler and remains of a sawmill, and various pieces of machinery. After returning to our
campsite, most of us went for a swim. We enjoyed
another campfire and stargazing.
On Saturday morning, two paddlers left for home.
To warm up, three of us bushwhacked up the hill
behind our campsite and then went for a long paddle to the southeast portion of the reservoir. We
were surprised to see two women on a very long
swim, a float plane, which landed twice, presumably with a pilot in training. We had a restful afternoon, followed by another evening campfire.
And on Sunday morning, we packed up and
slowly paddled back to our cars. We spent some
time looking at other campsites and decided that
#12 is the best. We viewed the mud deposited by
the recent mudslide from the Cotton Brook, which
resulted in the closure of several campsites and
the trails from the Cotton Brook parking area. During our time on the reservoir, we saw two bald eagles, several loons, herons and kingfishers, one
red salamander, and heard owls hooting intermittently all night. We plan to return next year!

in the 70s and there was a light breeze. Lake
Willoughby was as gentle as it ever gets. Nancy
Schulz and Phyllis Rubenstein enjoyed a 10-mile
round trip paddle along the west shore, admiring
the outstanding view of Mt. Pisgah's cliffs, listening
to loon calls, and checking out a couple of small
coves. Most summer visitors had left the area,
leaving the lake delightfully quiet. The north beach
provided a great view to the south during lunch.
October 13, 2019 – Hike. Kettle Pond Autumn
by Cynthia Martin & George Longenecker
It was not surprising that lots of people were on
foot and in kayaks at Kettle Pond, for foliage was
peak and weather ideal on a holiday weekend,
which was the last chance to camp before the park
closes for the season. The lake reflected wispy
cirrus clouds and brilliant maple leaves. 14 of us
and one dog made the afternoon trek on the trail
around the pond. What classifies a hike as easy?
While a three mile walk with zero elevation gain is
considered easy, there are conditions to be considered. This Kettle Pond trail is a good example.
It’s classified easy but, has a lot of tricky footing
with its wet leaves, roots and slippery glacial boulders.
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SECTION DIRECTOR’S REPORT
by George Longenecker

Though we walk the same trails we did 34 years
ago, today the Green Mountain Club is very different. In 1985 we had an office at 43 State Street,
Montpelier where Mary Deaette staffed the front
desk, and Harry Peet was Executive Director.
There were two field assistants, Ben Davis and
Ray Auger. Now we have a campus and a place
to meet. There are 14 full time employees, 10
summer Long Trail Patrol crew, 25 caretakers and
four interns.
As a director it’s been a pleasure to work with
our staff. They run the day-to-day operations, including trails, finances, investments, fundraising
and publishing. While we still maintain the same
trails, it’s a far more complex and sophisticated
operation than it was in 1985. The Green Mountain Club is a good model of a volunteerprofessional collaborative. The volunteers need
the staff, and they need us to run our club and
maintain its trails.
The club works closely with Vermont Forests
Parks and Recreation, the United States Forest
Service (USFS) and the Appalachian Trail Conservancy (ATC). All send representatives to our
Board of Directors and Trail Management Committee meetings. The Appalachian Trail is a National Scenic Trail, both where it’s the same as
the Long Trail, from the Vermont-Massachusetts
border to Maine Junction in Killington, and from
that point east to the New Hampshire border.
Though National Scenic Trails come under the
National Park Service (NPS) in Vermont, the
Green Mountain National Forest and the GMC do
the day to day maintenance.
The Long Trail north of Killington is partly in the
Green National Forest, partly in state forests and
partly on lands conserved by the GMC. Going
back to 1985, the club realized that easements on
private land were not enough. The November,
1985 Long Trail News headline read: “LONG
TRAIL PROTECTION RESOLUTION APPROVED BY BOARD OF DIRECTORS: FOCUS
OF ATTENTION IS NORTHERN VERMONT.”
Land was for sale, affecting 30 miles of trail. The
club worked on land acquisition and protection
with the Ottauquechee Land Trust, increased its
Land Acquisition Fund, and sought legislative
funding. 34 years later only a few trail segments,
mostly in the north, are not protected.
The Appalachian Trail from Killington to Norwich, VT is less known and hiked than the peaks
of the Greens and Whites. The GMC has taken
over maintenance in collaboration with Green
Mountain National Forest. The Open Areas Program has reclaimed meadows. In summer of
Trail Talk/Winter, 2019-2020

2019, GMC staff assisted ATC and USFS in six
workdays to control priority invasive species populations at five different open areas. The Long
Trail Patrol mowed meadows in Pomfret and
Woodstock. GMC’s field work for this program is
funded by the NPS through a contract with ATC.
This work should encourage ground nesting birds
such as the eastern meadowlark, whose numbers
have declined drastically.
Meanwhile bears have been visiting shelters
and campsites. At Goddard shelter a bear poked
its head in during the night, and later followed a
hiker down the trial. Sadly, once bears become
this aggressive, they have to be shot, as was this
one. GMC installed bear boxes at several sites,
funded partly by the National Park Service. In the
Green Mountain National Forest, all food must
now be stored in bear proof containers. If you are
camping at a site without a bear box, you must
have a container. Bears are beautiful, but they
don’t belong in campsites.
Contact me, directors@gmcmontpelier.org any
time if you have questions about bears or anything else.

Random Waves
Sometimes I walk over waves of stone
on the mountain, twisted layers of quartz
and schist,
and on the lakeshore ancient ocean waves
in shale,
where stone shellfish rest, long ago turned
to fossil,
laid down by eons and eons of tides,
and these waves touch everything:
the sound of waves from seas no longer
here,
the waves of grain in petrified wood,
the fish who jump and leave concentric
waves,
the alluvial wash that turns to sandstone,
waving hand in a sandstone petroglyph,
waves of snow geese in flight far overhead,
the faraway ringing of a brass bell—
all turns to sand and back to waves of stone.
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HAPPY HOLIDAYS!

Best Practices for Trip Leaders
by Phyllis Rubenstein

On September 25, ten members met to discuss Best Practices for Trip Leaders. We reviewed the basic steps
a trip leader should take, including writing an accurate description of the trip, screening interested participants
for preparedness, planning transportation logistics, being ready to handle adverse trail or weather conditions
and safety concerns, and writing a trip report afterwards. We had interesting discussions on several topics.
..Question: Is it appropriate to lead a trip on a trail you don't know?
..Answer: It may be okay as long as you make it clear in your trip description that you haven't been on the trip
before.
..Question: Do you ask participants to remain together in a group?
..Answer: Not necessarily. Choose a lunch spot in advance and ask participants to wait at
intersections. Keep an eye on those in the back and/or designate a sweep.
..Question: Are there any requirements for trip leading?
..Answer: We have no requirements except that a leader must be a member of the section. Some members
become trip leaders after participating in several events. Others begin by co-leading with an experienced
leader.
..Question: How does a member sign up to lead a trip?
..Answer: Contact Ken Hertz, vice president, who puts together the schedule.
In addition, A Trip Leader Handbook: Advice for Successful GMC Outings (GMC 2008) is available on the
website at http://gmcmontpelier.org/archive_publications/trip_leaders_handbook_2008.pdf
Many of us at the meeting have taken a wilderness first-aid course and would like the opportunity to take a
course again. In the past, the section budget has included funding for one member per year to take the
course. At its October meeting, the Executive Committee authorized the expenditure of up to $1,000 for the
purpose of paying for section members who have led or intend to lead trips, to attend an upcoming first-aid
course offered by the main club. When we know the date of the upcoming course and the per-member cost,
the Executive Committee will determine how the funds will be allocated. Stay tuned for further information
about wilderness first-aid training. And do contact Ken Hertz, vicepresident@ gmcmontpelier.org, to sign up to
lead a trip, or Phyllis Rubenstein, secretary@gmcmontpelier.org, who facilitated the discussion, if you'd like
further information about trip leading in general.
Trail Talk/Winter, 2019-2020
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